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Abstract

We propose a hybrid trust model for enhancing security
in distributed applications by combining the “hard” and
“soft” trust relationships. The motivation is to compensate
for the drawbacks associated with individual hard trust and
soft trust models. We develop a formal hybrid trust model
for specifying the hybrid trust relationships and associated
operations. The new model provides a flexible way for spec-
ifying the security relevant trust requirements which com-
pensate the drawbacks of the individual trust models while
preserving their advantages. We provide application guide-
lines on how the hybrid trust relationships can be applied to
achieve mutual improvements between the individual mod-
els.

1. Introduction

Trust is a fundamental concept for security. Trust model
development has attracted concentrated efforts from secu-
rity researchers and many variants of trust models have been
developed for security applications [8]. As these proposed
trust models are built on different underlying supporting
mechanisms, the need is evident for a systematic approach
to categorize, evaluate and improve these models in order to
apply them more effectively. This paper aims at addressing
this issue. We propose that the trust model can be broken
into two types: hard and soft. A hard trust model is for man-
aging trust relationships derivable from crypto-based mech-
anisms. A soft trust model is for managing trust relation-
ships derivable from security related behaviorial evidence
through a new set of social control mechanisms. While each
approach is able to provide a new dimension for addressing
the trust issues in security in distributed system, both ap-
proaches also come with their own drawbacks. Hard trust
models present drawbacks such as violations of basic secu-
rity assumptions which hinder security performance; lack
of learning capability which leaves the system vulnerable
to repetitive attacks and; a static and rigid model structure
which presents poor scalability. In contrast to the hard trust
models, soft trust models suffer from the lack of traceabil-
ity and the problem of trust saturation which can leave the
system vulnerable to cheat attacks. Additionally soft trust
models also have the low trust evaluation problem present-

ing a higher barrier for interaction.
Hence, the challenge is to mitigate (i.e. reduce or elim-

inate if possible) these drawbacks so as to make the trust
models more viable for the underlying applications. To this
end, we first present a taxonomic study of trust model prop-
erties in terms of advantages and drawbacks. Then we pro-
pose a hybrid trust model which manages a new set of trust
relationships through combining the hard and soft trust re-
lationships. We show that, while preserving the existing ad-
vantages of the individual models, the hybrid model offers
improvements to overcome the drawbacks of the individual
approaches. Finally, we provide some general guidelines
for the application of the hybrid trust model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the individual hard and soft trust models. Sec-
tion 3 presents the taxonomy of trust model properties. Sec-
tion 4 develops the hybrid trust model. Section 5 discusses
the related work. Finally, Section 6 provides the concluding
remarks.

2. Hard and Soft Trust Models

In this paper we use the mobile agent system as an ex-
ample of a distributed system. The mobile agent system is
an extreme form of distributed systems [7] which provides
a good context for our discussion. In a mobile agent system
there exists three broad trust classes, namely, Authentication
Trust, Execution Trust and Code Trust:

Definition 2.1 (Authentication Trust) Authentication
trust is the belief in the authenticity of the keys held by
various entities in a mobile agent system. These keys can
be public/private key pairs, secret keys, or session keys.

Definition 2.2 (Execution Trust) Execution Trust is the
belief that the receiving host will faithfully execute the visit-
ing mobile agent’s code without any tampering and forward
it to the next destination as specified by the agent itinerary.
This trust is needed for improved agent security.

Definition 2.3 (Code Trust) Code Trust is the belief that
executing hosts have in an agent owner host in deploying
benevolent and competent mobile code. This trust is re-
quired for improved host security.
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2.1. What is Hard Trust?

Definition 2.4 (Hard Trust) Hard trust denotes the trust
relationships that can be derived from the underlying cryp-
tography based security mechanisms, such as digital certifi-
cates, signatures and cryptographic checksums. These trust
relationships indicate one agent host’s belief in another in
terms of authentication of the relevant host’s identity (i.e.
Authentication Trust) and the belief in the benevolence and
competence of another host (usually the owner host) in pro-
ducing good code (i.e. Code Trust) and the belief in the
honesty, and faithful and competent execution of the task
requested by a visiting mobile agent (i.e. Execution Trust).

Hard trust, as an important concept for distributed secu-
rity, is implied in most of the conventional security systems
for distributed systems. For example, in a mobile agent
system, an authentication service is provided to instil the
Authentication Trust, that is, to ensure confidence that the
owner of a visiting agent is who he or she claims to be.
An authorization service instils the Execution Trust or Code
Trust to ensure that a host or the code carried by an agent
from the host is trustworthy enough to be granted access to
specific local resources. Additionally, the Execution Trust
can also be used to select certain trustworthy hosts for in-
clusion into the itinerary of an agent.

While the security models are normally represented by
some form of security policies, such as the Mandatory
Access Control (MAC) and Discretionary Access Control
(DAC) policies, they only embed the hard trust relationships
implicitly. For example, in the case of a discretionary ac-
cess policy, the access control list determines the hard trust
relationships according to the access control matrix; while
in the case of mandatory access control, the hard trust in
an entity is often expressed using security labels and their
management.

Security designs based on implicit trust relationships are
effective only to a certain extent, and the security perfor-
mance will deteriorate with increased mobility and uncer-
tainty in a system. To this end, we need to develop a hard
trust model, capable of handling hard trust explicitly, to
guide the specification and design of hard trust mechanisms
for improved security decision making. A hard trust model
should provide the following benefits. Enable trust to be
extracted from the security mechanisms: by extracting trust
from security mechanisms, we have the opportunity to study
and make clear the actual trust requirements of the under-
lying security mechanisms; this then enables us to look be-
yond the security mechanisms and to clarify the trust re-
quirements which are ultimately used to make more effec-
tive security decisions. Enable categorisation of hard trust
related security mechanisms: using the hard trust notion,
we can determine a range of hard trust mechanisms that can
process and manage the hard trust information; hence we
can build trust models that can work with the underlying
security models effectively. Enable trust management and
its integration with the underlying security mechanisms for
enhancement of security performance: with the hard trust
model in place, we can design trust management systems
that feed the trust decisions back to the underlying security

mechanisms for performance enhancement.

2.2. What is Soft Trust?

Soft trust models capture the trust relationship that is
based on observable evidence about the system entity’s be-
havior, either through direct experiences or indirect experi-
ences or a combination of both. The indirect experiences
usually take the form of recommendations which can be
viewed as the computing equivalent of the “word of mouth”
in human society. Hence soft trust models use social the
control mechanism as its underlying mechanism [18] in
contrast to hard trust, which relies on crypto-based mech-
anisms. Many of the existing trust models [8] can be clas-
sified as soft trust models. Such examples include the two
well-known trust models: the Subjective Logic based trust
model developed by Jφsang [9] and the classical model of
Beth et al. [17].

Definition 2.5 (Soft Trust) Soft trust is based on trust rela-
tionships derived from localized and external observations
of system entity behavior, through social control mecha-
nisms such as direct experiences, recommendations or a
combination of both.

This definition introduces the notion of social control to
trust relationships. This social control perspective opens up
the possibility of introducing non-crypto based information
to aid security decision making. Social control mechanisms
such as direct experience, recommendation or a combina-
tion are useful and effective tools for harnessing the eviden-
tial based information within the underlying system. Fur-
thermore, by transforming (or mapping) this evidence into
trust knowledge using relevant trust management methods,
we can integrate soft trust decisions into the security deci-
sion making process to achieve enhanced security perfor-
mance by improving the accuracy of the security decisions.

This is done by enforcing a range of well known social
control principles, which have been extensively studied in
social sciences and psychology [3, 15]. Recently, these so-
cial principles have been introduced into computer science
research to explain and to develop countermeasures for ma-
licious behavior in general distributed systems [19, 6, 18]:
1) trustworthiness can be evaluated on behaviors which are
the manifestation of intents; 2) direct experience is the foun-
dation of trust evaluation; 3) “word of mouth” is an alter-
native tool for trust evaluation, which can be effective in
dealing with unfamiliar environments and objects; 4) trust
is hard to gain but easy to destroy; 5) rewards promote
benevolent behaviour; punishments discourage malicious
behaviour - although punishments cannot always remove
malicious intents, they help to make a system converge into
a more stable trustworthy state to improve the likelihood of
normal interactions just as in human society.

We believe that by enforcing these principles, a system
stands a better chance to improve the effectiveness of the
trust based security system.
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3. A Taxonomy of Trust Model Properties

In this section we develop a taxonomy of trust model
property to categorise the advantages and drawbacks of
the individual hard and soft trust models, with the aim of
proposing an improved hybrid model. We first define rel-
evant new concepts, Traceability, Trust Dynamics Surface,
Trust Saturation, Low Trust Valuation as follows:

Definition 3.1 (Traceability) Traceability refers to the sum
of the security properties provided by a standard security
service, such as authentication, confidentiality, integrity
and non-repudiation, whereby any malicious action can be
caught and traced back to the responsible system entities.

Remark 3.2 We observed that while traceability is inher-
ent in the hard trust model, it is non-existent in the soft trust
model. This differentiation in traceability makes hard trust
a necessary and vital part of any trust enhanced security
solution involving soft trust.

Definition 3.3 (Trust Saturation) Trust saturation refers to
the regions on the trust dynamics surface where a trust val-
uation plateau is formed at a high trust value area.

Remark 3.4 A trust saturation problem can happen with
soft trust models when a long history of positive experiences
is present in the system. This makes the underlying system
vulnerable to cheating attacks, where malicious entities can
accumulate enough trust by pretending to be trustworthy
and then defect on a high value transaction.

Definition 3.5 (Low Trust Valuation) Low trust valuation
refers to regions on the trust dynamics surface where trust
evaluation stays low even with a relatively high number of
experiences in the evidence space.

Remark 3.6 The low trust valuation problem can happen
normally with recommended trust valuations, when the ob-
served experiences are approximately evenly distributed or
in a situation when the positive experiences are trending
lower and the negative experiences are trending higher.
Such low valuation regions can introduce unnecessarily
high access barriers for the interacting entities, which could
hinder the normal operations of the underlying mobile
agent system.

The taxonomy in Fig. 1 summarizes trust model prop-
erties in two broad dimensions: the advantages and draw-
backs of the individual approaches.

3.1. Hard Trust Model Properties

As hard trust models rely on the underlying conventional
security system, the following discussion makes heavy ref-
erence to the properties of the conventional security model.
Next we provide a brief discussion of the hard trust advan-
tages: 1)Traceability: the hard trust model offers an inher-
ent ability to provide these properties through the support
of the underlying conventional security mechanisms. 2)
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of Trust Model Property

Leveraging Existing Security Mechanisms: most of the ex-
isting mobile agent security countermeasures are built with
the support of the underlying conventional security mech-
anisms, such as digital certificates, digital signatures and
cryptographic checksums.

Listed below is a brief discussion of the hard trust draw-
backs: Security Assumption Violation: the mobile agent
computing model violates several basic security assump-
tions used by the underlying conventional security models
(i.e. the assumptions of principal identity and program in-
tentions [11]) hindering the effectiveness of the hard trust
model which relies on the underlying security models; Lack
of Learning: as underlying security mechanisms have been
designed to enforce various security policies in a relative
static manner, they lack the capability of handling the learn-
ing task at the runtime, causing security performance to
suffer due to inconsistency and time-delay in system’s re-
sponse to malicious behavior leaving the system vulnera-
ble to repetitive attacks; Rigid Model Structure: since the
hard trust model is inherently a hierarchical structure due
to its dependence on the underlying security system mak-
ing it difficult to scale up in mobile agent systems which
typically operate in an open network environment charac-
terized by the dynamic changes of both the presence of the
entities and their behavior; in addition, the lack of ability
to deal with such dynamic aspects introduces uncertainties
into the security decisions hence hindering the security per-
formance. Lack of feedback control: the inability to process
the existing system information regarding behavior leaves
the system vulnerable yet again to repetitive attacks; this
can be traced back to the lack of feedback control in the
conventional security models.

3.2. Soft Trust Model Properties

Listed below is a brief discussion of the soft trust advan-
tages: Linking between Behaviour and Evidence: the links
between behaviour and evidence are achieved through map-
ping from the observable behaviourial evidence plane; Dy-
namic Evaluation: Through trust management operations,
the dynamics are captured via trust valuations based on the
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opinion calculus, which is in turn used for flexible trust de-
cision making based on the specified thresholds for different
trust requirements, in the forms of several trust enhanced se-
curity protocols described [12]; Distributed Management;
through trust management protocols, the operations of rec-
ommendation based trust update and the end of transaction
trust update make the distributed trust management possi-
ble.

Listed below is a brief discussion of the soft trust draw-
backs: Lack of Traceability: this is an inherent drawback of
soft trust models - not operating from the crypto-evidence
space, soft trust models have no means of supporting the
traceability property; Trust Saturation: all soft trust mod-
els suffer from the trust saturation problem due to their re-
liance on the observed behaviorial evidence and the associ-
ated trust evaluation mechanisms - this exposes the under-
lying system to cheating attacks which explore the trust sat-
uration drawback; Low Trust Evaluation: this drawback is
also common to all soft trust models, which exhibits the un-
desirable behavior of posing unnecessary high barriers for
interaction entities - this is because once in the low trust
valuation region, the resultant trust decisions will be mostly
negative.

3.3. Possible Mutual Improvements

Upon closer inspection of the trust model property tax-
onomy presented above, we observe the possibility that the
advantages of the individual models have the potential to
compensate for the opposite model’s drawbacks. We now
elaborate on this by going through the categories of draw-
backs and by defining a solution for each of them.

On the one hand, we observe that soft trust models can be
used to improve hard trust models in several unique ways.
For example, while hard trust models suffer from violations
of the basic security assumptions, soft trust models have no
such problems as they operate on the behavioral evidence
space. The soft trust models’ advantage of being able to
provide a linkage between observed evidence and expected
behavior has the potential for mitigating against such hard
trust drawbacks. Furthermore soft trust models, with local-
ized and distributed trust management operations, are able
to function without TTPs which makes soft trust models
good complementary approaches to hard trust models, com-
pensating for the drawbacks of inherent structural rigidity
and lack of scalability associated with the hard trust models.
Finally, since soft trust models have a set of fully-fledged
social control mechanisms to take care of feedback control
and the associated learning tasks (i.e. evidence process-
ing, trust update and recommendation combination), they
are able to compensate for hard trust’s inherent lack of feed-
back control and learning ability.

On the other hand, we also observed that hard trust mod-
els can be used to compensate for the drawbacks of soft trust
models in several ways. For example, while all the soft
trust models suffer from the trust saturation problem due
to the reliance on observed behaviorial evidence and hence
are vulnerable to cheating attacks, the traceability property
exhibited by the hard trust models can be used as an insur-

ance against such attacks. Similarly, in using the traceabil-
ity property, we can embed a certain amount of confidence
into a soft trust based system to allow interactions between
entities when the soft trust valuation is in a low evaluation
region. This gives the trust dynamics a chance to evolve
through interactions rather than just getting stuck in the low
valuation region and pose unnecessary high access barriers.

In summary, the drawbacks of the individual approach
can be largely compensated for by the advantages of the
opposing approach. This naturally leads us to a hybrid ap-
proach where these two models can be combined not only
to preserve the existing advantages but also to mitigate the
drawbacks of the individual approaches.

4. The Hybrid Trust Model

In the last section, we have analysed the advantages
and drawbacks of both the soft and hard trust models and
pointed out the possible solutions of a hybrid approach to
solve the problems introduced by the individual models.
In this section we formalize such a hybrid trust model.
We consider that a Hybrid Trust Model ( T MH ) for mo-
bile agent systems be represented as the following structure
T MH = (EH , T RH ,OPH), where EH represents the set
of the participating entities, T RH represents the set of trust
relationships between the entities, and OPH denotes the
set of operations for the management of such trust relation-
ships. Let us first consider the basic trust relationship. Sim-
ilarly, we use superscript “Hd” and “Sf” to indicate the
elements of hard and soft trust model respectively.

4.1. Basic Trust Relationship - T R

Definition 4.1 (Trust Relationship) A trust relationship is
defined as a four-tuple: (P,Q, C, ν), where P is the trustor
entity and Q the trustee. C is a member of the set of {auth,
exe, code}, denoting the trust classes for authentication, ex-
ecution and mobile code.

The following mapping functions define the basic oper-
ations on the trust relationship.















TRUSTOR(TR) = P
TRUSTEE(TR) = Q
CLASS(TR) = C
EV AL(TR) = ν

(1)

4.2. Hybrid Trust Relationships - T RH

The hybrid trust relationship set is a product set of the
hard and soft trust relationship sets, i.e. T RH = T RHd ×
T RSf . The resultant hybrid relationships and their rela-
tionships with individual hard and soft trust relationships
are shown in Fig. 2. TR1 through TR6 are the relevant
hard and soft trust relationships from the individual hard
and soft trust models, and R1 through R9 are the resultant
hybrid trust relationships. Table 6.1 lists the assumptions of
the individual trust relationships (TR1-TR6) in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Hybrid Trust Relationships

Definition 4.2 (Hybrid Trust) A hybrid trust is a composite
trust relationship formed by combining hard trust and soft
trust. We extend the basic trust relations (Def. 4.1) with an
additional tuple element: the model type MT , where MT
= {hard, soft, hybrid} indicating whether the trust relation-
ships are under a hard, soft or a hybrid model. Similarly we
extend the mapping function set (Eqn. 1) with an additional
element: MODEL(TR) = MT .

Definition 4.3 (Single and Multi-Class Hybrid Trust)
If CLASS(TRi) = x, CLASS(TRj) = y, x = y,
TRk = TRi

⊕

H TRj and CLASS(TRk) = x or y, then
TRk is called a single class hybrid trust. If x 6= y and
CLASS(TRk) = {x, y} then TRk is called a multi-class
hybrid trust.

Remark 4.4 As the single class hybrid relationships (i.e.
R1-R3) are a natural extension to the individual relation-
ships by allowing evaluation from both the crypto-plane and
behaviourial evidence plane, it is always desirable to obtain
such relationships for effective trust decisions. However,
when a single class hybrid trust relationship is not avail-
able, an associated multi-class hybrid relationship can be
used and still provide the flexibility of hybrid trust based
evaluation.

Hybrid Trust Operation - OPH Let us now define
the relevant concepts for hybrid trust operations, which
are required for constructing the resulting hybrid trust re-
lationships: the hybrid trust operator

⊕

H and the hy-
brid trust valuation function fhv , such that OPH =
{OPHd,OPSf}

⋃

{
⊕

H , fhv}, where OPHd and OPSf

are hard and soft trust operation sets [11].

Definition 4.5 (Hybrid Trust Operator
⊕

H ) Given
a hybrid trust TRk formed with TRi and TRj ,
if MODEL(TRi) = h, MODEL(TRj) = s,
MODEL(TRk) = hybrid, then we write
(TRk) = TRi

⊕

H TRj and call
⊕

H the hybrid
trust operator.

Relationship Model Class
TR1 h auth
TR2 h code
TR3 h execution
TR4 s auth
TR5 s code
TR6 s execution

Table 1. Assumptions of Individual Trust Re-
lationships in Fig. 2

Definition 4.6 (Hybrid Trust Valuation Function fhv) The
hybrid trust valuation function is defined with the trust
valuation parameter ν (c.f. Def. 4.1) from the composite
trust relationships. That is if MODEL(TRi) = h,
MODEL(TRj) = s, EV AL(TRi) = νi,
EV AL(TRj) = νj , and (TRk) = TRi

⊕

H TRj ,
then EV AL(TRk) = νk = fhv(νi, νj) .

Remark 4.7 We leave open the implementation of function
fhv for maximum flexibility. In real applications, it can be a
weighted additive function such that: νz = fhv(mνi, nνj),
where m and n are weighting factors allocating the re-
quired amounts of the valuation from the respective trust
relationships such that m,n ∈ R and m + n = 1. Then the
function fvh can be implemented as: νk = mνi + nνj . For
more refined solutions, the consensus operation [9] can be
used if the hybrid relationship is of a single class type (i.e.
R1 to R3 as shown in Fig. 2).

As shown in Fig. 2, under the new hybrid model, we can
form a new set of hybrid trust relationships (R1 to R9) for
the nominal trust class ({auth, code, exe}), which are not
expressible with the individual models. Through integrating
it into the security decision making process, this new set of
hybrid trust relationships gives us the ability to to overcome
the drawbacks of the individual approaches. Next, we give
a detailed description of the new set of hybrid trust relation-
ships:

Definition 4.8 (R1) R1 is a single class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of the same class.
That is: R1 = TR1

⊕

H TR4, where: CLASS(R1) =

auth, MODEL(R1) = hybrid.

Definition 4.9 (R2) R2 is a single class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of the same class.
That is: R2 = TR2

⊕

H TR5, where: CLASS(R2) =

code, MODEL(R2) = hybrid.

Definition 4.10 (R3) R3 is a single class hybrid trust re-
lationship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of the same class.
That is: R3 = TR3

⊕

H TR6, where: CLASS(R3) =
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exe, MODEL(R3) = hybrid.

Definition 4.11 (R4) R4 is a multi-class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of different class.
That is: R4 = TR4

⊕

H TR2, where: CLASS(R4) =

{auth, code}, MODEL(R4) = hybrid.

Definition 4.12 (R5) R5 is a multi-class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of different class.
That is: R5 = TR4

⊕

H TR3, where: CLASS(R5) =

{auth, exe}, MODEL(R5) = hybrid.

Definition 4.13 (R6) R6 is a multi-class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of different class.
That is: R6 = TR5

⊕

H TR1, where: CLASS(R6) =

{code, auth}, MODEL(R6) = hybrid.

Definition 4.14 (R7) R7 is a multi-class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of different class.
That is: R7 = TR5

⊕

H TR3, where: CLASS(R7) =

{code, exe}, MODEL(R7) = hybrid.

Definition 4.15 (R8) R8 is a multi-class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of different class.
That is: R8 = TR6

⊕

H TR1, where: CLASS(R8) =

{exe, auth}, MODEL(R8) = hybrid.

Definition 4.16 (R9) R9 is a multi-class hybrid trust rela-
tionship. It gives a combined trust evaluation from both
the hard trust and soft trust relationships of different class.
That is: R9 = TR6

⊕

H TR2, where: CLASS(R9) =

{exe, code}, MODEL(R9) = hybrid.

4.3. Using Hybrid Model to Improve Soft
Trust

In this section, we show how to use hybrid trust to im-
prove soft trust in practice through an example. Without the
loss of generality, we will use the Beth model as a sample
model for the analysis of the drawbacks and the proposed
solutions using hybrid trust. First we outline the basics of
the Beth model [17] as follows. Definition of trust valu-
ation ν is based on the confidence level according to the
following formula: ν =

∫

1

α
efx(θ)dθ 0 < α < 1, where

θ is the trust and fx(θ) is called trust density function of
an entity with regard to trust class x. Estimation of direct

trust νd, based on p positive observations, is done accord-
ing to formula for ν. This trust value is the probability that
a trustee has a reliability of more than α (α = [0, 1]) when
entrusted with a single task modelled by the trust class x:
νd = 1 − αp. Estimation of recommended trust νr is based
on p positive and n negative experiences and evaluated with

the following formula: νr =

{

1 − αp−n if p > n
0 else 0

Remark 4.17 The x can be viewed as a member of the set
{auth, exe, code} in the mobile agent context. This trust
model can be associated with all the trust relationships in
our taxonomy (c.f. Fig. 2).

Trust Saturation Problem. The trust saturation problem
arises due to a long history of positive experiences. For ex-
ample, in formula for ν, the value for direct trust can only
increase since only positive experience is used; as a conse-
quence, a long history either implies absolute trust or none
at all. This can be misused by a malicious entity by coop-
erating during a certain period in order to accumulate high
trust with another entity and then defecting on a transaction
of sufficiently high value. We have simulated this saturation
behavior in Fig. 3, where the direct trust valuation νd may
represent the trust valuation for any of the soft trust relation-
ships in Fig 2 (i.e. TR4 to TR6). The saturation is formed
on the top side of the trust dynamic surface as p approaches
the higher values (meaning more positive observations) and
as α approaches the lower values (meaning less stringent
requirements for reliability of the behaviours).

Low Trust Valuation Problem. Another problem is the
low trust evaluation problem which in turn causes the lack
of ability to adapt to changing trustworthiness. This nor-
mally happens in the evaluation of recommended trust,
which is treated differently from the direct trust in that the
negative experiences are accepted according to formula for
ν, which is not an input for the direct trust. This makes
it possible to have a relatively low trust value for recom-
mended trust after a long history, when the same level of
positive and negative experiences have been observed. Ad-
ditionally, the low valuation can also be caused by a large
differentiation between the positive and negative experi-
ences observed by either the recommending entity or the en-
tity that is taking recommendation. Fig. 4 shows the shape
of the low evaluation regions along the (p,n) plane for rec-
ommended trust valuation νr (which could be for the soft
trust relationships TR4-TR6 in Fig. 2), where the low val-
uation region is formed on the left side of the trust dynamic
surface as p approaches the lower values (meaning less pos-
itive observations) and as n approaches the higher values
(means more negative observations). The straight folding
line between the low valuation region and the rising sur-
face marks the situations where equal amounts of positive
and negative experiences have been observed in the system.
With the recommended trust staying in the low valuation
region, when the entity under question (i.e. being recom-
mended) improves its behaviour (i.e. with increased posi-
tive experiences) the new observations will hardly have any
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significant influence to the recommended trust value, hence
suffering a lack of ability to adapt to the changing trust-
worthiness. As a consequence, the resulting decisions can
introduce unnecessarily high interaction barriers.
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Figure 3. Direct Trust νd for TR4 - TR6
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TR4-TR6

Using Hybrid Trust for Handling Trust Saturation. As
indicated in the last section and in Fig. 2, the possible so-
lution is to use a hybrid trust relationship (R1, R6, R8) to
mitigate this drawback, achieved by transforming the soft
trust relationships TR4-T6 into relevant hybrid trust, that is,
by hybriding the soft trust (TR4-TR6) with the hard trust
(TR1 - TR3): TR4 → R1 (c.f. Def. 4.8), TR5 → R6 (c.f.
Def. 4.13), and TR6 → R8 (c.f. Def. 4.15). For exam-
ple, in the second case, TR5 → R6, the νh (corresponding
to the relationship R6) can be evaluated using the soft di-
rect trust value νd (corresponding to the relationship TR5)
combined with a hard trust value, i.e. authentication trust
νauth (corresponding to the relationship TR1) using the hy-
brid valuation function fhv: νh = fhv(mνd, nνauth), where

νd = TR5, νauth = TR1, νh = R6 and m + n = 1 (c.f.
Remark 4.7). With a reduced allocation to the soft direct
trust (e.g. 50% allocation), saturation is no longer possible
for the resultant hybrid trust relationship (R6). This is true
when there is no authentication trust present(i.e. νauth=0)
in which case the hybrid trust will have a low valuation
any way and cheating attacks will not be possible. This is
also true when the allocated hard trust is at full scale (i.e.
νauth=0.5). Under this condition, even though the resultant
hybrid trust can still be saturated, the full scale valuation
on hard trust will provide the necessary traceability to pin
down the attackers.

Using Hybrid Trust for Handling Low Trust Valuation.
Similarly, this low trust evaluation problem with the recom-
mended trust νr can also be improved using a hybrid trust
relationship, just as in the example shown above. This can
be done by combining the recommended trust with the au-
thentication trust, e.g. νh = 0.5 ∗ νr + 0.5 ∗ νauth. After
adding the required amount of hard authentication trust to
the recommended trust it is not difficult to visualize that
the low evaluation regions (see Fig. 4) on the recommended
trust dynamic surface will be elevated hence allowing con-
trolled interactions with the confidence brought by the au-
thentication trust.

4.4. Improving Hard Trust Model

In a hybrid model situation, it is not difficult to visualize
that the contours of the trust dynamics surfaces contributed
by the soft trust evaluation portion will provide a proper
means for capturing the behavior dynamics of the underly-
ing system entities, which can in turn be used to make the
flexible decisions. At the same time the allocated hard trust
valuation portion will provide traceability enforcement in
the underlying system.

5. Related Work

In recent years, considerable efforts have been spent
on formalizing hard trust in security protocols and access
control schemes for general distributed systems. This in-
cludes the authentication logic and access control calculus
by Abadi et al. [10, 1], the PKI trust models by Maurer [14].
Perhaps one of the better-known systems is that of Blaze
et al. [5], which can be thought of as an approach to dis-
tributed “trust” management from the perspective of com-
bining authentication and authorization services. However,
these models only deal with hard trust in an indirect way
in that they use it as an idealization construct for identify-
ing security flaws in the existing security protocols. Hence
these models do not use hard trust as an independent device
for security decision enhancement.

In contrast, a range of soft trust models have been devel-
oped to treat trust as a computational device for security de-
cision improvement. For example, Marsh’s trust model [13]
captures situational trust in different situations taking into
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account of trustor’s own utility preference. Another ex-
ample is the social control system proposed by Rasmus-
son et al. [16] where each participant in the system takes
responsibility for security, rather than leaving it to some
external authorities such as TTPs. The main idea of Ras-
musson’s theory is to use social control to demand certain
group behaviors, i.e. to indirectly force the group members
to behave in certain ways such that interactions with mali-
cious entities can be avoided. Another social control based
model proposed by Abdul-Rahman et al. [2] provides a pro-
tocol for trust recommendation queries in distributed system
based on PGP. Yu et al. [18] presented a distributed repu-
tation based social control mechanism using evidential the-
ory to combine direct experiences with recommendations
(witness) on evidences of trustworthiness from distributed
sources to make trust decisions and weed out malicious en-
tities from the system - in line with the main idea of social
control proposed by Rasmusson [16]. In general, these soft
trust models do not consider the issues of hard trust which
is important to security performance due to the traceability
property.

A more general example is the trust formalism proposed
by Beth et al. [4] where they identify and apply different
types of trust for authentication protocols. They used so-
cial control mechanisms such as recommendations and di-
rect observations are used for evaluation.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid trust model for
security in distributed system using mobile agent as an ex-
ample, with which a new set of hybrid trust relationships
are generated by combining the hard and soft trust relation-
ships. We have developed a formal hybrid trust model spec-
ifying the hybrid relationships and associated operations.
The basic idea is to use the hybrid trust relationships to com-
pensate for the drawbacks associated with the individual
hard trust and soft trust models. The new set of hybrid trust
relationships provides a flexible way of specifying the se-
curity relevant hybrid trust requirements which mitigate the
drawbacks of the individual models while preserving their
advantages. We have provided some application guidelines
on how the hybrid trust relationships can be applied to mit-
igate the actual drawbacks of the individual approach and
pointed out some general implementation considerations.

Hybrid trust is an interesting new direction in trust model
research, as it provides the means for combining the merits
from the both the traditional and the new trust management
based security models. However, it remains a challenging
research question as to how to assign the weighting factors
when combining the contributions from hard and soft trust.
It is also evident that different assignments will contribute to
different risk profiles of the underlying systems, which have
to be considered carefully. One direction could be to design
a mapping mechanism whereby the weighting factors can
be computed via the inputs of risk requirements.
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